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Introduction
I’ve always liked building things, whether it be
castles and forgotten kingdoms on Minecraft
or building intricate shops on Garry’s Mod.
For me it’s never been just the visual
aspect, I enjoyed creating something whole;
something beautiful but also functioned and
performed a job. This became abundantly
clear to me when to my surprise, I found
something other than drawing exciting
and could passionately put hours into until
completion. This was coding. There was
simply something very satisfying about
seeing your lines of logic buzz to life; in one
case this was the path-finding-helper-robot I
spent days and nights scripting, testing and
debugging.
It was then I knew, despite how much
I loved art and the visual aspect, I also
deeply enjoyed the design; the making sure
everything worked together and made sense;
the whole.

Furthermore, I like world building.There
weren’t any one film or game that captivated
me as a child. Even still, I just find the idea of
building a world: not a single story but infinite;
taking place somewhere else, somewhere
different and figuring out the mechanics of
how that world would work. Trying my best
at one upping mother nature but probably
failing miserably: this is a cause that excites
me to no end.
Knowing how much knowledge, skills and
experiences I lack, This book is a step
towards being able to build such a world,
to design and visualize based on the world
of another; an experimental failing grounds
to make mistakes and find the gaps in my
knowledge and overcome them.
This is a concept art book visualizing the first
novel in the ‘Awaken Online’ series by Travis
Bagwell.
I hope you enjoy.

That was also when my doubts of whether I
wanted to be a Splash Art Artist or Concept
Artist ceased.

STORY OVERVIEW
On paper, Jason has a great life. He attends
a prestigious private school on scholarship
and his parents are reasonably well off.
Yet life hasn’t been easy for Jason. He has
spent most of high school being tormented
by both the students and faculty and his parents are never home.
Frustrated and alone, his one escape has
always been video games. In-game, he can
feel the type of power and freedom he lacks
in his day-to-day life. Fortunately, a new virtual reality game (the first of its kind) has just
been released, which promises the opportunity for an even greater escape.
Once he begins playing, Jason quickly finds
himself on the path to becoming the game’s
villain. In the process, he also starts to suspect that there is something unusual going
on within the game.

ACT 1

A DARK CITY RISES
This is the self-discovery arc of the story. Having been
expelled from his academy, Richmund, due to no fault of his
own. Jason entered the game world of Awaken Online to
blow off steam and forget his troubles.
The city he lands in after entering the game is called Lux
and is the capital of Lusade.
Thus the concepts in this act are dedicated to the characters
and environments he encounters in his firstly few days in
the game.
By the end of which, Lux became the first City of the Undead
and Jason it’s defacto leader.

Jerry
Master thief? Underworld crime lord? Inn owner? This character is soaked in
mystery and intrigue from the get-go. Dressed like a bartender you’d find anywhere
with no particularly memorable features besides his large floppy hat and jesterlike light-hearted attitude. But don’t be fooled, for this is certainly a wolf in sheep’s
clothing, being over three hundred levels, he’s definitely the most hazardous
character our protagonist encounters.
Passages From The Novel

Right: Silhouettes and very early thumbnailing study
for Jerry. As a developing artist I’m constantly trying to
find the best approuch to what I’m working on whether
it be the final artwork or the thumbnailing process;
here I tried three different ways to do initial sketching.
I discovered that sihouettes were easy but limited what
I could design hence making more work for later. The
graphic thumbnails on the second role fixed that issue
but required me to be too tight which lead to excessive
time spent on keeping things neat rather then figuring
out design. I found the last role to be best suited as I
could be rough and fast whilst being able to design all
major shapes and elements.

“A smallish man appeared from behind Grunt. He was clothed in varying shades of black and gray. His face was garnished with a garish
mustache. However, his most notable feature was the incredibly large, floppy hat on his head that he flicked up with a practiced gesture.“
“He clapped his hands.‘Come now Grunt, let’s get our new friend here a drink and talk about the basics of stabbing folk.’”
“As he shared a drink or two with Jerry under the wattchful eye of Grunt, Jason received a crash course in the city’s seedier underground
community. It turned out that Jerry’s inn was a regular hangout for the city’s shadier characters and one of the primary meeting places for
the city’s thriving black market.”
“It was clear that Jerry was untouchable by the city in the way he casually explained his underground business. Jason inferred that he must
have some decent connections around the city, or more likely good blackmail material, to be this carefree with a stranger.”

PURPOSE AND ROLE WITHIN THE STORY:
†
†
†

As an brothal owner, Jerry provides a unique safe place within the game world
Acts as both a strong and powerful mentor as well as comic relief
Provides the first step in the protagonist’s character development from a shy timid boy to
someone who has confidence in his own abilities and can stand in the face of adversity.

Disarming
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Below: In the novel there was no mention of any colour other then grey on the garments Jerry wore, during the development, I felt that such a bright and happy-go-lucky
personality would be much better conveyed were additional colours to be added and it would also improve the graphic read of the design.

Although bondaliers and thick straps showed up
during the iteration process, I decided against them
as they took alway from the harmless, seemingly
physically weak character the novel portrayed him
as; so instead I chose a simple skirt tied around the
waist which added flow to the design making it feel
more “flowery”.
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G

runt

Built like a titan, Grunt is the loyal body guard for Jerry who the phrase “muscle
for brains” would describe perfectly. Contrasting to Jerry in every way be it size, speech
or demeanor. Every way except that just like his master, he’s a seemingly allied and
friendly character towards the protagonist despite being the right-hand man to the
defacto crime lord of the city’s underworld.

Exploring Grunt took much longer and required much
more thumbnails then any other character in this book;
I found that there was a lot of ways to interpret what a
human-giant half breed could look like in an fantasy
setting in terms of height, width and body proportions
as well as coming up with a apparel design that crude
and simple but also fits in with the city and crime
world the character resides in.

Passages From The Novel
“‘You’re small,’ said a booming voice from behind him. As he turned, he saw a man who must have some kind of giant blood in him. He was
easily over seven feet tall and must have weighed roughly three hundred pounds, all of it solid bulging muscle”
“He wore a sleeveless metal cuirass, a large two handed hammer slung across his back. Jason expected that one hit from the hammer would
probably be enough to liquefy a regular person.”
“Don’t mind Grunt. His etiquette leaves something to be desired but he means well.”

WHAT SHOULD BE VISUALLY COMMUNICATED:
†
†
†

Intimidating and strong but not evil.
Plain and crude, functional without ornaments, intricacies and flashness.
Simple minded, without the capacity to scheme or entertain deep thoughts.

Above: These are the main points of reference I sought after; various styles of cuirass to show me how they buckl and function; due to Grunt’s role in the story and his criminal
occupation within the slum part of the city, I thought that industry revolution era clothing worn by working men would fit very well.
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Though not the main concern during the
development, it was also interesting to play
with changing the shape and design of Grunt’s
hammer as I found that the weapon could
be used to further reinforce the personality
and visual message that the character should
convey.
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J

ASON

Despite being the character that took the longest to
finalize, I found Grunt to be the most enjoyable to
explore; at first glance he seemed the most straight
forward due to his simple personality and short description but it also meant there were that many more
designs that would fit him so to narrow it down I
created my own specifications based on what I knew
of the city he lived in and the characters he’s surrounded by.

Wimpy and nerdy, Jason is the story’s protagonist; a story where we as readers
see him face obstacles, be prideful, arrogant, defeated and rise again. Just like the
undead he raises within the game, he too rises from the pits of despair after being
expelled, his chance at a future taken, abandoned by his parents: he struggles at rock
bottom until slowly rebuilding himself to be stronger, more confident and self-reliant.
His evolution from being a boy to being a man.

Passages From The Novel
“She looked Jason up and down and seemed to be mentally cataloging the defects with his school uniform, including his wrinkled shirt
and his disheveled hair.”
“He was not a terrible looking guy, but he wasn’t handsome either. He had longish brown hair that sometimes fell in his eyes because he
didn’t get it cut often, It was also clear from anyone who saw him that he didn’tgive much attention to his clothing or working out. His
uniform hung loosely on this skinny fram.The only thing truly noteworthy about his appearance were his eyes.They were vivid, crystalline
gray and at times almost seemed to darken to black in the right light.”

IN-GAME INFORMATION:
†
†
†

Necromancer class
Prefers using tactics and summoned minions rather then engage in combat himself
Only combat skills being basic throwing knives and dagger proficiency.

SPECIFICATIONS TO APPEARANCE
†
†
†
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A hooded cloak as black as night
throwing knives attached tightly by straps and slings
lightly armoured and more rogue then a typical necromancer.
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**********************Ipsam libus dolesci mustem aute enda sim doluptatem ipsundel ius ni volore es solum quo dolum iusto enit aut eos exerum laut la velia atur?
Id qui optaerum andisci enisquo et officiet magni quaecus dolupta tissuntia veruptasimi, sequatem voluptius, ent alique dolo es doluptis aut omnihillore velist, sim facid quia
nisit vent eosandelit ommolupti re pelic testotae perum quatur?
Ecum inciet, quid qui qui consequae lation nosamus a quist, secto qui dolentur?
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R

EX

Disgraced as a city guard and reduced to the lowest-grade post of the city
guards, sneered and snickered at by even the most green of recruits; all because
Rex could not turn a blind eye to corruption of the city’s nobility. Rex is portrayed as
extremely honourable and hold a strong sense of justice and morals. He is also the first
character in the novel to treat the protaganist in a friendly and fair manner in sending
him to Jerry for training.

Passages From The Novel
“He was an average-sized man in his fifties with graying hair. His face and arms were ruddked wutg scars. He wore durable looking
leather armor, pockmarked with scratches and dents.The man was leaning against a barrel, gazing with a bored expression at the players.”
“He took a breath. ‘A few months ago, I discovered that some of the guards were taking kickbacks from the nobles in Lux. They were being
paid to act as private retainers at their manors. Normally this wouldn’t be too unusual, but the guards that were being hired were always
scheduled to work in the keep.The regent is too tight in the purse strings to hire his own personal guards, so he integrated them for both the
city and the keep a while back”.
”I raised this issue with the lieutenant,” he said while motioning towards the administration office. “The next thing I knew, I was forcefully
retired.”
“Of course, they still keep me on to manage the tourists. It pays the bills. However this was a shit detail when I was part of the guard.The
rough part is that I get to watch these other guards sneer at me every day. Hell, I used to be higher up the food chain than most of them!”

STORY RELEVANCE:
† Designed for late novel, where he’s no longer a lowly paid tutorial level trainer but a respected
general defending the city in large scale battles.
† Use a more floral shape language for the costume for the country he belongs to.

Above: Idea generation and development for our honorable city guard.Within the game, his purpose and role was to train new players to fight, I wanted his visual appearance
to reflect his purpose as a tutorial weapons guide NPC.
During the early stages, my mental image of Rex were very similiar to these reference images; I saw his costume to be far more medieval then Jerry’s or Grunt’s and also more honest in his purpose
and function within the world.
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Although never specifically mentioned in the
book. I wanted to visually differentiate the
fighters and warriors of the two main opposing
factions within the novel: Lusade and Greykeep.
As Greykeep was the more aggressive of the two
factions, I opted for a nature based design for
Lusade’s emblem and armour which Rex wore.
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M

ORGAN

Is like your grandmother. Except if your grandmother was a grouchy old book
worm who happened to be a necromancer powerful enough to melt off your face with
a few lines of chant. Occupying the graveyard far outside the city’s walls as it’s keeper,
Morgan happily spends her days reading books and experimenting on the rotting
bodies of the deceased.

Passages From The Novel
Low chanting in a strange language could be heard from inside the cottage. Jason felt like he could almost make out the meaning of the
words. An old woman appeared in the doorway. Her grey hair was tied in a bun, and she wore plain no-nonsense work clothes
****
The grave robber saw the woman and scrambled madly to escape the hands that tore at his legs. His blood ran freely from jagged rents in
the armour and cloth on his legs, mixing with the dirt of the graveyard. A black miasma appeared in front of the old woman and swiftly
grew until it was roughly the size of a volleyball.The black vortex seemed to suck in and extinguish the little candlelight cast through the
doorway of the cottage. A dark ray shot forward from the vortex and struck the grave robber in the face as he continued to struggle.The
man let out an agonized scream, which was quickly cut off as his skin melted from his body. As his flesh disintegrated, his bleached and
bloody bones were exposed to the night air.
****
“Maybe dark magic is the right affinity for you after all.You’re certainly enthusiastic enough,” she said with a smile. It was the type of
grandmotherly smile you would expect to receive for winning a school award, not for murdering three people in one night. Something had
been bothering Jason all night.“I still don’t understand.Why exactly did you want me to kill Marian?” Morgan’s smile morphed into an
evil grin, and she cackled softly.“I hired this pair to move a few bodies to the graveyard a few days ago.” She kicked Marian’s body.“This
one cheated me out of two silver.” Jason just stared at her with a dumbfounded expression.
“Are you kidding me?”
****

Above: Not being able to find many references for the typical appearance of a grave keeper, I collected a wide range of images that I thought held an aspect of what I wanted
my design of Morgan to visually communicate.
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For my vision of Morgan, I wanted her to incite
feelings of creepiness and unnerve those who sees
her; like the way a spider or the primal fear created
by darkness would. In the novel she was scary,
mysterious yet the protagonist would be drawn to
her power, as she could teach him how to become
strong.

After exploring Morgan through numerous sketches, I narrowed my mental image of her outfit and visual design as a character; she would wear robe-like garments that were
not too long that it would impede walking or get dirty from touching the ground; simple and plain in design since she was a book worm living in seclusion far from the city;
comfortable working boots and an overall ‘arcane’ feel reminiscent of traditional DnD mages.
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Z

OMBIES

One of the first spells Jason learned as a necromancer was to raise
the dead as subordinates. These zombies could look anywhere between
indistinguishable to the living to a skeleton with a few pounds of flesh
loosely hanging on. They followed commands flawlessly and precisely
but lacked the ability to think for themselves or react to unforseen
circumstances.
Jason’s zombies come mostly from the NPCs who crosses paths with and defeats at Lux; these could have been
the guards and residents of the noble houses he raided or thieves who sought to take his coin and leave his
corpse rotting in the alley.

TYPES OF ZOMBIES:
† Guards who specialize in damage and tanking.
† Thieves focused on speed, agility and sneak attacks.
† Mages who can conjure arcane spells such as fire or ice.

Passages From The Novel
Dark energy pooled along the length of his arms. As he finished casting the spell, the unholy energy dropped to the ground and slithered
to the corpse, entering its mouth and eyes. I wonder if I can summon the zombie faster if I’m touching the body directly.The guard’s corpse
spasmed, and then it opened milky white eyes.The zombie slowly pushed itself off of the ground and stood silently before Jason. Its body was
still fresh. It appeared almost alive. His enemies would have a hard time recognizing the corpse for what it was if it weren’t for the eyes and
the gash across its throat. It might actually be possible to bring the zombies into Lux if I could find a way to cover their wounds.
****
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ACT 2

THE ENCROACHING
BRIGHTNESS
After the conversion of Lux into an undead city, a subjugation
quest event occurred for the players in the neighbouring
country of Meria.
This quest called for the eradication of the newly minted
city of the dark and was lead by Alexion, another student at
Richmund and the cause of Jason’s recent unfair expulsion.
Thus an army of one thousand and five hundred of NPCs
and players gathered and marched towards Lux with the
aim to take Jason’s head and conquer Lusade under the
guise of subjugation evil and darkness
This act is about the seeming overwhelming army of bearing
down on Jason and his struggles against the odds.

F

orest Of THE TWILIGHT THRONE
After the capital city of Lusade was converted to the dark, it’s denizens
turned undead, the surroundings too were warped and twisted, dark
clouds now becoming a permanent part of the scenery and the wild life
and plants turned malevolent.

Passages From The Novel
Riley was sitting in her usual spot in front of the campfire.Yet instead of watching the flames, she stared at the impenetrable
darkness that ringed the camp. She thought she had heard something moving in the gloom. Dismissing the sound as a figment of her
imagination, she turned her attention back to the fire.
Over the last few days, the cloud cover had thickened until it completely blotted out the sun. Black clouds now constantly boiled in
the sky and flashes of lightning could be seen arcing through the clouds.There was no longer a day and night cycle, just perpetual darkness.
Alexion had ordered the troops to bring out torches and keep moving forward.The flickering flames illuminated the road and cast
long menacing shadows into the dense forest on either side.The claw-like branches of the trees hung over the road, bending and creaking in
the wind. Both the players and NPCs seemed uneasy with the constant darkness, as the reality of what they were doing suddenly struck them.
They were attacking an undead city in the heart of its kingdom.
****
How Does the characters
feel, being here?
†
†
†
†
†
†
†

Hopelessness
Eminent doom
Tense
Fear
Restlessness
Wariness
Tormented

HOW CAN I CONVEY
THIS?
†
†
†
†
†
†
†

Hostile
Shaggy
Darkness
Path-less
Damp
Mouldy
Spiky

Top: I started this concept with some traditional pencil and ink sketches, while it was a bit slow getting used to the lack of undo, I quickly got used to it and found myself
enjoying the feeling on drawing on paper and using graphite and ink to express my ideas.
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Above: I had a lot of fun exploring the possible plant life existing in this ecosystem warped and twisted by dark magic; I’ve always been keenly interested in plants and how
they function.When I was an avid gardener in the past I found the process where a tiny frail seedling grow into a strong, sturdy fruit bearing plant rather magical.
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During the development process for this environment, there were many times where I hit a wall or drew completely generic and boring thumbnails. I realized this was caused
by my lack of art direction. Having been frustrated for a few days, I came across a beautiful garden during a stroll; overgrowing over the fence and encroaching upon the
pavement was a rose bush. It was beautifully vibrant, a glowing red that could not be replicated by digital displays.Yet thorns lined its stem and yes I can confirm they were
sharp (ouch). By the time I got back, my mind had already ran through many possibilities and before I knew it, I was settled on a direction: dangerous, barren, desolate yet if
you looked closely, if you searched, you’d found something beautiful and magical.
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D

eath Knight
A summoned monster minion built from the bones of fallen zombies, players
and NPCs. This creature stand over 8 feet tall and strikes fear into all those that
comes across it. Within the novel, this creature is a minion summoned by the story’s
protagonist using the “Custom Skeleton” spell, allowing him to design purpose built
skeletal warriors for his combat potential.

Below and Right: Initial exploration for the bone
giant; here I pushed the boundary of the novel and
attempted visuals different to the story but still retains
the feel and purpose of the character. it was enjoyable
exploring different weapons, body builds and figuring
out what it would look like were the centre of balance
or weight was to be changed.

KEY DESIGN GOALS:
†
†
†

Fearsome and menacing
Bone-based construction and materials
Faithful to the novel.

DREAD

DOOM

MASS

Übermensch

REAPER

SINISTER

Passages From The Novel
“The skeleton was simply massive, it’s arms and legs were nearly a foot in diameter. it’s spines were lined with huge spikes and the tail
terminated in a big spiked ball. He had to use a skull for the ball and the effect was a rather terrifying.”
“Since the creature had begone to look like some sort of hulking lizard man skeleton, he adorned the skull with two vicious horns.”
“Many of the bones were singed, causing the skeleton to appear almost entirely black.”

Above: Here is my initial sketch of Death Knight created in Oculus Medium inVR. I really enjoyed sculpting inside virtual reality as
it felt much more natural compared to modelling on-screen; the sense of scale that I get is invaluable as well.
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Here is the final outcome of Death Knight, in-order
to convey the dread and doom described in the novel, I
opted to adorn the character with many jagged spikes
and thorn-like elements in hopes of invoking a primal
sense of danger much like a porcupine.
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A

LEXION
Arrogrant, vainglory and socio-pathic. Alex is the main antagonist
of the novel; the source of much of the obstacles the protaganist faces.
On the outside he’s your stereotypical stuck-up boy from a wealthy and
pampered background, his father being the chairman for the company
behind the full-dive immersive MMORPG which most of the story take
place in, on the inside he’s empty and seeks applause and fame from
others to fill himself.
What should be visually communicated:
†
†
†
†

Excessive arrogance and confidence
Heroic but in a showy and pretentious way
Overwelmingly powerful with seemingly few weaknesses
Paladin of Light class.

Passages From The Novel
The video began with the name “Alexion” emblazoned in gold script, the image shifted to show a man in full-plate armour, his face was
obscured by a plume helmet; his gear was incredible. Jason couldn’t imagine how much strength his character must have to be able to move
in that armour.The steel glistened as the sun struck it.
****
Alexion leaned in close to her, and his regal mask dropped for a moment. His cruel, indifferent eyes seemed to mock her, and he spoke in a
hushed tone, “Remember our arrangement, Riley.You need to be a good girl and stay near me.” She did remember. She wouldn’t ever forget.
Riley nodded mutely, keeping her head bowed and her eyes on her hands holding the reins. Someone observing her would think she was
simply a demure, blond-haired girl, being courted by a handsome knight.The truth was that, on the inside, Riley was seething with anger,
resentment, and disgust. Alexion’s mask reappeared instantly. “Good. Now that we understand each other, I need to meet with the NPC
generals. Don’t drift too far; we wouldn’t want you to get hurt.” For a moment, a cruel glint flashed in his eyes.

Above: The exploration for Alexion was much more narrow when compared to Death Knight since the character’s size and form had to be believably human. Instead I found
more room to change up armour plates, vambraces, tassets etc. I wanted to try different ways of visually representing this character while maintaining arrogance, pride and
peacock of the character.
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When I initially started the design process for Alexion,
there were two things I knew for certain: firstly his
armour had to be spotless, shiny and glistening to
represent his shallow desire to be seen as there perfect
hero by others. Secondly the armour had to be composed
of largely metal with few soft spots, appearing almost
like an impenetrable fortress.

Above: Iterating on some of my initial thumbnails, I was able to clearly define the boundary of what I liked and what I didn’t like, such as adjusting the shape language or
adding lion-shaped ornaments on the shoulders. After deciding on using a helmet I was happily surprised to find the amount of distance it added to the character compared to
if his face were shown, it reflected the protagonists perception of him as an unreachable obstacle during the early parts of the story.
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R

iley

Kind and upstanding, Riley is a senior at the school Jason attends. All
was well for Riley; at least until she met Alex. During the events of the novel
we see her deal with depression and self-doubt as she’s dragged along in
Alexion’s antics by blackmail all the well shouldering the guilt of betraying
her friend at the start of the book.

Passages From The Novel
As he walked down the hallway, a door opened ahead of him, and a girl walked out.The girl was blond, petite, and seemed to almost glow
with energy and confidence. Riley wasn’t the prettiest girl at school and certainly wasn’t teen royalty on campus, but she was probably the
kindest person he had ever met.There was just some effervescent quality about her that was difficult to measure or quantify.
****
Riley was well known at Richmond. She was also a senior and a member of the lacrosse team. In stark contrast to the other students at
Richmond, Riley had always been nice to Jason. It was amazing to him that she somehow managed to turn into a decent person despite
her parents’ wealth. Over the years, he had bumped into her on occasion, and she had always taken the time to inquire about his life and
school work.
****
Alexion leaned in close to her, and his regal mask dropped for a moment. His cruel, indifferent eyes seemed to mock her, and he spoke
in a hushed tone,“Remember our arrangement, Riley.You need to be a good girl and stay near me.” She did remember. She wouldn’t ever
forget. Riley nodded mutely, keeping her head bowed and her eyes on her hands holding the reins. Someone observing her would think
she was simply a demure, blond-haired girl, being courted by a handsome knight.The truth was that, on the inside, Riley was seething
with anger, resentment, and disgust. Alexion’s mask reappeared instantly.“Good. Now that we understand each other, I need to meet with
the NPC generals. Don’t drift too far; we wouldn’t want you to get hurt.” For a moment, a cruel glint flashed in his eyes. As she watched
his gleaming back trot away, the familiar feeling of helplessness welled up inside of her.“How could I let it come to this?” she muttered to
herself, as frustrated tears budded in the corners of her eyes.
****

Visual SYMBOLISM IDEAS:
† Enmeshed by blackmail like a bird trapped in a cage, using feathers or bird-like shape
language like that of a robin or sparrow could visually communicate her powerlessness.
† Adding thick layers of clothing and having neck wind guards could help communicate her
insecuirity and caution towards her environment.
† Within the novel Alexion treats Riley like a trophy girlfriend, a ornament to make himself look more
the part of a hero; hence it can be inferred he would make sure RIley’s dress andequipment be
new and high quality, perhaps even forgoing practicality for details and ornaments.
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*****WRITE SOMETHING HERE ****Berspisci restrum re voluptati alignime mos id essi simolore acepudi tatiisquiati corrunt.
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UPPLY WAGONS

Hand built and function focused, these horse driven vehicles were the
back-bone of Grey Keep’s army during their campaign into deep into the
Twilight Throne inorder to lay siege to the newly minted undead city of Lux.

BRAIN STORMING:
† Supply wagons (hay, food, camping equipment, cooking)
† Living wagons (commanders, officers)
† Meeting wagons
† Arms wagons (weapons, shields, armours)
† Craftsmen wagons (smithy, leatherworker, siege engineer)
† Medical Wagon
† Cookery wagon.
CONSTRUCTION MATEIALS:
† Treated wood
† steel
† cloth.
Possibly propelled by:
† Mundane animals (horse, donkey, ox, rhino)
† Mythical creatures (sleipnir, cyclobs, goblins)
† Automatic (oil, coal, magic).
† Slavery
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HORSE FEED

General SuPPLY

Above: As I had needed 3D blockouts for perspective guide, I thought it would be a good opportunity to try sculpting usingVR in Oculus Medium. I found this to be very
intuitive since being able to look walk and look around the vehicle from the inside and around it improved the sense of scale so much on top of the already intuitive controls.
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A

lexion’s Army

Composed of both players and NPCs, Alexion’s arny is rag-tag group
of mismatched cultures, backgrounds and agendas campaigning deep into
the Twilight Forest to lay siege to the newly minted City of Undead. The
players gather for fun and thrills, thinking the siege will be a fun in-game
event while the NPCs with their many different lord and allegiances see
the champagne as life and death, political game, honour in battle for their
country Meria.

COMMANDERS
PLAYERS:
† Highly varied equipment style and quality due to them coming all parts
of the real world and varied financial backgrounds.
† Much more varied age and appearance as there is a character
customization system letting the players design their own role-play
characters.
† Lack of leadership and disorganized; they’re there for the thrills as
they have no real obligation to partake in the siege.
NPCS:
†
†
†
†
†
†

ALTERNATE GENERAL

Mostly men
Ages 18 - 50s
Appearance depends on role in army
Equipment allocation based on rank and status
Unwashed and unkempt
Organized rank and command hierarchy.

As the army’s visual appearance is only described in passing glances or very simply, most of this was inferred by looking
at other factors such as their attitudes, dialogue and using other character’s visual appearance to roughly estimate their
appearance within the same world,

C

AMPAIGN OF LIGHT
Journey Timeline

GREYKEEP

Overwhelming force of
1500 places head out to
eradicate the undead city.
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Ominous atmosphere
increases lowers moral.

Players dropout
daily.

TWILIGHT FOREST

LUX

Regular
assaults
and
harassment by an unseen
hostile force.

Failure and defeat.
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Above: To start off my development for the crowd characters of Alexion’s army, I did this portrait page.This was both to fulfill m desire to draw a portrait page as much as it
was to explore the types of personalities making up the army.
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Hi there.

CONTACT ME

You’ve reached the end of the book,
I started this project when I was 17 as part of the FMP (final major project)
for my Games Design diploma and it was extremely fun and enjoyable. It
was an enriching experience where I could try my hand at many different
visual problems, find solutions and the gaps in my knowledge and skill.
Overall I’m thankful to Matt Wilson and Carl Gleavey at Priestley College
for providing such a great and supporting environment.

www.artstation.com/zuke

www.linkedin.com/in/jason-yao-864493164/

Since its my first time working on something of this scale, I’m pretty
curious on what you thought of my book so if you have a moment to send
me some feedback, feel free to reach me with the contact information
on the next page. Oh and if you just want to have a chat or ask some
questions, I’d be up for that too.

www.twitter.com/fyxjason

Lastly, thank you for making it to the end and I hope you found the
contents of this book to be pleasant.

www.instagram.com/_zanic/

Jason Yao
Aspiring Concept Artist.

jason.veiss@gmail.com

06/05/2018

07901 773746

